Hello, everyone!

Many of you are familiar with, love and respect Dr. Will Tuttle through his *World Peace Diet* book, his presentations at EVEN in 2007 and 2013, and perhaps even our interview with him. He continues to do amazing work, most recently returning from an extensive lecture tour in Asia. He would like to share with you some of the insights (plus photos) he was fortunate enough to receive during his time there.

---------- A Message from Will Tuttle

Greetings friends,

**Valentine’s Day** is around the corner, celebrating the healing power of love in our lives, and one of the greatest gifts we’ve discovered is the liberating awareness of vegan living, which emphasizes love and caring that extends beyond personal attachment to universal respect for all life. Thanks for your caring heart.

Thank you for your efforts to help bring more love, kindness, caring, and justice into our world and in all our relations, extending our circle of care to include the millions of animals our culture exploits and kills daily. As we point out in *The World Peace Diet*, culturally-imposed desensitization propels violence
not just against animals, but against nature, each other, and ourselves.

We are all connected and we appreciate your caring for the unprotected and vulnerable, going to the root of our cultural dilemmas and contributing to cultural healing.

That’s it for now.

With love and all best wishes,

Will
Dr. Will & Madeleine Tuttle

Click here to read Will Tuttle's Inspirations from China and Asia.
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Check Out EVEN's News Blog for hundreds of valuable, vegan morsels. The Eugene Veg Education Network (EVEN) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit serving as a resource for those seeking information on a healthful, vegan lifestyle. EVEN's emphasis is one of non-violence, compassion and sustainability. Focus is on the interconnectedness of all life and how a plant-based diet benefits the earth, non-human animals, and the individual. EVEN's Mission Statement is to inform, educate & encourage our members---as well as the larger community---by providing information on veganism and its positive impact on the health of the planet and all its inhabitants. www.eugeneveg.org Peace.